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Marcel-Jacques Hemjic (French 1894-1942): a beautifully evocative 
original pencil and watercolour artwork, heightened with gouache, 
depicting an Art Deco gentleman at the wheel of his sports car, with 
best friend to his side. French, circa 1930. Mounted in a gold-leaf frame 
and glazed. Size: 16 x 12 inches (40 x 30 cm). Ref 6160
 
Hemjic was best known as an illustrator for the fashion industry in the 
1930s, and this artwork is typical of the style of drawings he would 
contribute to the French fashion press of the day including Le Rire and 
Le Sourire.
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Welcome to issue 54, the latest edition of PULLMAN magazine, 
this edition with a distinctly Italian feel. It is always hard to predict 
what wonderful pieces will cross our paths from issue to issue, and 
by circumstance (rather than by design) recently we have found 
ourselves inspired by this part of the world to scratch our collectors’ 
‘itch’.
 
We are discerning (as always) but we do not discriminate – whether 
is the recognizable and contemporary lines of the Lamborghini 
Aventador, as evidenced by a highly tactile and sleek black 
presentation model made by Lamborghini in late 2000 (page 40), to 
an extraordinary example of Italian mastery in wood, a-near 2 metre 
tall pannello intarsia depicting the roads throughout Italy and its 
islands - quality and desirability remains paramount.
 
Ferrari is well represented in a large oil on canvas by Dexter Brown 
of a 250 GTO, driven by Graham Hill for Maranello Concessionaires 
in the 1963 Tourist Trophy (page 44), and in the work of German 
artist Walter Gotschke, in the 1936 Grand Prix and the 1958 Le Mans 
(pages 46-47). Without Ferrari – well, PULLMAN just wouldn’t be 
PULLMAN!
 
Also featured, are some highly unusual cigarette cases and boxes, 
some of which follow a geographic theme and feature maps and 
locations. Of particular note, a Sterling silver and enamel cigar case, 
presented in 1907 to the owner of the yacht Dragon, a vessel than 
meant so much to the owner that a small black and white photograph 
of it was fixed in a miniature photo frame inside. The themes of 
these pieces may vary, but these special-order items clearly carried 
particular significance for the original owners (or recipients) and it 
gives us a privileged insight into the past, and the lives of the people 
who owned them.
 
And this is before we even get to the extraordinary collection of 
lighters by Alfred Dunhill, always a gallery favourite, and notable 
examples include a lustrous onyx-black shagreen-wrapped ‘Giant 
Extra’ (page 16) and for the first time in the gallery collection, The 
Joseph Lucas lighter (page 17), produced in limited numbers for 
Dunhill by the Lucas Company, well known Birmingham component 
manufacturers, who made these as gifts for Dunhill’s clients and 
‘friends of the house’.
 
All of this and, as usual, much, much, more besides. We hope you 
(and your fellow readers of PULLMAN) enjoy this limited sampling of 
our unique stock, and we look forward to assisting you (and inspiring 
you) soon.
 
Arrivederci!
 
Simon Khachadourian

14 King Street
St. James’s

London SW1Y 6QU

Tel: +44 (0)20 7930 9595

gallery@pullmangallery.com

www.pullmangallery.com

Monday – Friday 10.00 – 18.00  and by appointment

The Pullman Gallery specializes in objets de luxe 
dating from 1880-1950. Our gallery in King Street, 
St. James’s next to Christie’s and our appointment-
only studios near Chelsea Bridge, houses London’s 
finest collection of rare Art Deco cocktail shakers and 
luxury period accessories, sculpture, original posters 
and paintings relating to powered transport, as well 
as automobile bronzes, trophies, fine scale racing 
car models, early tinplate toys, vintage car mascots, 
Art Deco furniture, winter sports-related art and 
objects and an extensive collection of antique Louis 
Vuitton and Hermès luggage and accessories.

See page 42

See page 40

See page 46

Two extremely decorative foliate-overlay hipflasks from each end of the scale 
spectrum (on left) a ¼ pint capacity Sterling silver pocket flask, with ornate pierced 
design, bayonet cap, and removable gilt-lined drinking cup, the central cartouche 
with monogram E.S.E and maker’s marks for Gorham of Providence, USA, circa 
1871. Height: 6 inches (15 cm) Ref 5131 and (right) its much bigger counterpart, 
made by Black Starr & Frost in 1905, of gargantuan proportions with a similar motif, 
the fixed lower section with very large (vacant) cartouche, perfect for a monogram (or 
a very lengthy dedication!) Stamped BLACK STARR FROST STERLING to the base. 
Ref 6165  Height overall: 10 inches (26 cm).

American Beauty
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Cocktails at Tiffany’s

Ref 3030

Ref 2422

Ref 1804

Ref 5184
Ref 2604

Ref 2174

Ref 2692

Ref 2231Ref 5188
Ref 2384

A splendid collection of cocktail shakers and accessories by 
legendary New York silversmiths Tiffany & Co., of various dates 
between 1910 to 1950.  All of classic form, (leaving the novelty 
designs to other maker’s such as Asprey), Tiffany produced 
beautifully designed and highly practical barware, a distinctive 
feature of their shakers being an intricately pierced foliate strainer, 
which you would only see and truly appreciate, in use.
 
Please visit www.pullmangallery.com for individual descriptions 
and availability.

Ref 6178
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Magnum OpusShake Weight

Decant at leisure: a limited-edition wine decanter designed 
by Pullman Gallery and made to resemble a Magnum of 
Champagne. One of an edition of six only, the decanter is in 
hand-blown glass with a Sterling silver ‘neck’ and hinged 
cap in the form of a Champagne cork, conceals a glass 

stopper beneath. Bearing Pullman’s own silver hallmarks 
and is set within a ‘Pullman Blue’ fitted calfskin presentation 
case. Ref 6151
 
Height of decanter: 16 inches (40 cm).

This amusing and incredibly rare Sterling 
silver cocktail shaker dates to 1935 when 
Asprey were Britain’s - and possibly the 
worlds - leading designers, manufacturers 
and retailer of luxury novelty items. The small 
range of silver-plated novelty cocktail shak-
ers they introduced in 1932 – the Thirst Ex-
tinguisher, Ship’s Lanterns and this design, 
the weight-lifter’s Dumb Bell - were costly 
and produced in very small quantities render-
ing them very scarce and highly sought-after 
today. Examples from the date in Sterling 
silver however, are virtually unheard of, mak-
ing this a special piece indeed. Hallmarked 
Asprey & Co., 1935. Height: 9 inches (23 cm).  
Ref 6086
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Hermès, Paris:  a monumentally 
large, silver-plated cigar box with very 
tall, plain sides, the top surmounted with a 
gilded, oversized and stylized snaffle-bit. Marked 
HERMÈS PARIS to the base, with a large capacity, plain wood-
lined interior. French, circa 1950s. Ref 5570

Length overall: 12 inches (30 cm) and height: 6½ inches  
(16 cm).

A beautiful and extremely stylish Art Deco 
Sterling silver box, of massive proportions, 
with a slightly domed lid, and two Sterling 
silver applied ‘buckles’ running over the top 
and sides. Due to its large capacity and 

plain wood-lined interior, this box is not just 
large enough for a multitude of cigars, but 
anything your heart desires! Stamped 
Cartier to the base. Ref 5713
 
Length: 13 inches (34 cm), height 5½ 
inches (14 cm), depth 11 inches (28 cm).

 
Habanos S.A - Cohiba:  a very grand circular white porcelain 

ashtray with Cohiba branding on all sides and four cigar rests, 
with original cardstock box and packaging. A limited-edition 
piece, no longer in production due to the ban in tobacco 

branded products which came in, in 2005. Cuban, circa early 
2000. Ref 6152. Diameter: 10 inches (26 cm).

Smoker’s delight: a collection 
of single cigar tubes, perfectly portable 
for an evening out. (From left) a classic Sterling 
silver George V-era tube of plain form, made by Asprey 
and hallmarked 1910 Ref 6149; a highly unusual Macassar 
wood version by Hermès, Paris from the 1970s, capable of carrying a 
single ‘Lonsdale’ sized cigar (Montecristo Number 1) Ref 6166 and a 
contemporary glossy black crocodile-bound version with Sterling silver 
mounts, and pull-off cap Ref 6167. Dimensions of each tube can 
be found on our website.
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A very large and impressive 
Sterling silver cocktail 
shaker of Modernist form, 
by the Danish silversmiths 
Anton Michelsen, the large 
tapered body featuring the 
silver and enamelled crest to 
the front of the Danish Yacht 
Club, the insignia reading 
KONGL DANSK YACHT KLUB, 
with a blue enamelled ribbon 
surrounding a white flag bearing 
three gold stars and a crown. 
Danish, circa 1925. Ref 3398

Height: 12 inches (30 cm). 

The Kongelig Dansk Yacht Klub 
(Royal Danish Yacht Club) was 
established in 1866 as the Danish 
Association of Boating and in 1891, 
King Christian IX gave permission to 
incorporate ‘Royal’ into the name, 
and therein incorporating a crown 
into the club’s three star stand. 
By the 1920s, the club had grown 
rapidly and had over 1700 members.(From left) a very unusual Art Deco cigarette case of square 

form with a map of the United States engraved to the lid, with 
key cities featured including San Francisco, New York and Los 
Angeles, alongside Portland, Galveston and Helena, and the 
Mississippi river prominent in the design. The interior is lemon 
gilded with the added detail of a pierced lift-arm for holding the 
cigarettes in place. Stamped MADE IN FRANCE and ALFRED 
DUNHILL OF LONDON & NEW YORK and in a bespoke glazed 
calfskin presentation case. Size: 3½ inches (9 cm) square Ref 
6156; a silver-plated and enamel cigarette case in the form 
of a $100 bill with the head of Benjamin Franklin (series of 
1928) to the front and the engraved image of Independence 
Hall to the reverse. With an engine turned interior and black 
calfskin presentation case. Length: 7 inches (17 cm) Ref 5645 
and a classic Sterling silver Art Deco cigarette case of with a 
map of the British Isles with England, Ireland, Scotland and 
Wales differentiated by four different styles of engine-turning. 
To the gilt-lined interior is an engraved facsimile signature for 
Queen Mary (1867-1953) who presented this case to William 

Morrison, 1st Viscount Dunrossil (1893–1961) in August, 1944. 
Bearing marks for Padgett & Braham of London and hallmarks 
for 1937, in a bespoke burgundy calfskin case. Size: 4½ x 3½ 
inches (11 x 9 cm). Ref 6180

Of Danish interest: (left) an unusual silver 
presentation cigarette box made in 1937, with 

engine turned decoration and to the lid an engraved outline 
of Denmark, with 22 key cities featured, and to København 
(Copenhagen) a single garnet is set. Made as a presentation 
piece and given by the British Import Union to E.G. Cable 
C.M.G, who was the Commercial Secretary working for the 
Department of Overseas Trade in 1937. Bearing Danish date 
marks for 1937 and the assay marks for Johannes Siggard. 
Size: 5 inches (13 cm) x 3¼ inches (8 cm) x 1½ inches (4 cm) 
tall. Ref 6179
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Exception to the RulePerfect match

Alfred Dunhill: (left) a very 
stylish novelty table lighter in the 
form of a 12 inch (foot) ruler with 
inches marked to the front, the body 
of the lighter with a brushed-gilt finish. 
Marked Dunhill, English, circa late 1950s, 
complete with a bespoke Dunhill presentation 
case. Ref 6104

An earlier equivalent (right) this time in silver-plate, 
the rule calibrated in both inches and centimetres, with 
a plain back and cartouche, and stamped Dunhill Made 
in England to the foot. These scarce foot rule lighters were 
available in three versions, plain, in inches and centimetres or 
just inches. Ref 6184

Overall length of each: 12 inches (31 cm).

(Foreground): a ‘matched’ pair of oversized silver 
matchbox covers by Hermès Paris, the engine turned 
bodies with vacant rectangular cartouches to the centre, 
and each lined with a bespoke sycamore matchbox with 
apertures to the side for the strike, and filled with long 
safety matches. Perfect for the table, and not just for the 
smokers – an ideal gift for anyone who wishes to light their 
bougie ‘just so’. French, circa 1950s. Length of each: 3 
inches (8 cm) Ref 6172; (top) a large George V Sterling 
silver match box holder for over-long matches, the main 
body with an engine-turned starburst pattern with one side 
exposing the striker of the large (and original) matchbox 
within. Set on four, silver ball feet and bearing maker’s 
marks and hallmarks for Stuart Clifford & Co. London, 
1910. Length: 6¼ inches (16 cm). Ref 3416
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Ref 6170 – Detail of marks

Size matters: (on left) an unusually large and heavy Victorian 
crystal inkwell, with swept sides and a ‘button and daisy’ cut 
base and hinged Sterling silver domed cover. The mount is 
engraved with the retailer’s name, JONES, 41 St. Jame’s (sic) 
St. SW. and hallmarked London 1894. Thomas Jones was a 
luxury London retailer trading between 1877 and 1905, and had 
premises at 41 St. James’s Street, Piccadilly, 18 Golden Square 
in Soho, and at 23 Boulevard des Capucines in Paris. Ref 6170

Diameter: 7 inches (18 cm). 
 
(Right) a grand cut crystal Art Deco inkwell with liner and cover, 
the heavy base of square section with decorative diamond 
cutting, internal well liner and a weighty crystal cover with 
conforming diamond-cut rim. French, circa 1920. Ref 1737

Diameter: 8 inches (20 cm).  

Well bred
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All that JAZ

An incredibly stylish Bakelite mantel clock by the French firm JAZ, 
bearing all of the elements of classic Art Deco, the face with 
Modernist numerals set within a chrome surround, with ‘Skyscraper’ 
hands and black Ruhlmann-esque scalloped details to the plinth, the 
body in a deep burgundy-coloured glossy Bakelite. With a removable, 
moulded back with regulation adjustment and a clever recessed 
holder for the original key. Stamped JAZ MADE IN FRANCE. French 
circa 1930s. Ref 6171
 
Length: 11½ inches (28 cm), height: 7½ inches (19 cm) and depth 5 
inches (12 cm).

(Above) two examples of the Master Incolor design of Bakelite cocktail shakers by 
William Gill for Thomas de la Rue, in blue Ref 1632 and orange and ivory Ref 2783, 
made in England in 1935. The body unscrews for filling, and the combination cap/
measure of 1 gill capacity, rotates the neck to reveal recipes for the perfect cocktail 
every time. A large strainer on the inside ensured perfect mixing, and the magical 
spout boasts a ‘spillage-free’ pour. Height of each: 11 inches (28 cm).
 
Bakelite was advertised as the Material of a Thousand Uses and was developed by 
the Belgian chemist and inventor Leo H. Baekeland, and patented in 1907. Initially 
developed for use in the electrical industry, the modernity of the material attracted 
designers and manufacturers and was adopted for use across most disciplines of 
the decorative arts.

Founded by a small group of French engineers in 1919, JAZ 
recognised the need for well-designed and stylish alarm clocks and 
decorative timepieces. In 1957, JAZ had sold its 20 millionth clock, 
and were producing more than a million timepieces each year 
making it the largest clock manufacturer in France, and continues 
under the same name, even today.
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Variations on a theme: (top) three 
examples of the perpetually desirable and 
infinitely reliable ‘Giant’ series of table 
lighters by Alfred Dunhill, (from top) a highly 
unusual onyx black shagreen-wrapped 
version, in the super-rare six inch ‘Giant 
Extra’ size Ref 6174; a standard ‘Giant’ 
with an engine-turned body and bright 
gilded finish Ref 6176 and the baby of the 
family, the ‘Half Giant’ or ‘Bijou’, also in gilt 
with an unusual vacant cartouche to the 
rear Ref 6177. All with Dunhill registration 
marks to the bases and dating to the 1930s.
 
Shagreened: (right) a trio of shagreen-
wrapped silver-plated table lighters by 
Alfred Dunhill comprising the ‘Half-Giant’ (2 
inch), the ‘Giant’ (4 inch) and ‘Giant Extra’ (6 
inch) lighters, all with a fine, pale green 
shagreen covering and signed ‘Dunhill’ to 
the base and the lift-arm. English, circa 
1930s. Ernest Betjeman, father of the poet 
John Betjeman, was widely credited with 
the revival of the use of shagreen during the 
early part of the last century. A keen collector 
himself, Betjeman also produced many of 
the luggage fittings for Asprey & Co., who 
made shagreen highly fashionable in the 
1920s and 30s. Ref 6175

(Top) ‘The Joseph Lucas’: a historically 
interesting collaboration from the 1950s between 
Alfred Dunhill and Joseph Lucas Ltd, the well-
known British manufacturer of lighting and 
components for the automotive and 
aeronautical industries. A variation on the 
‘Aquarium’, this table lighter was made 
using Perspex that was moulded rather 
than hand-carved – the technique 
characteristic of the aquatic examples. 
Lucas were widely believed to have 
been the suppliers of Perspex to Dunhill 
at the time, and these lighters were 
made in limited numbers as 
presentation pieces to clients and 
friends of the company. Length: 4 inches 
(10 cm). Ref 6182
 
Illustrated: ‘The Dunhill Petrol Lighter – A 
Unique Story’ by Blei & Bottoni, p.236
 
(Right) a large and impressive Art Deco 
glass table top terrestrial globe lamp 
also made by the Lucas Company, with 
correct tilted axis rotation and a tapered 
black Bakelite plinth. With moulded 
signature to the underside which reads 
JOSEPH LUCAS LIMITED ENGLAND 
DESIGNED AND MANUFACTURED IN OUR 
OWN WORKS. English, circa 1935. Height: 16 
inches (40 cm). Ref 5919

Dunhill 
de Luxe

The Lucas Company



The Réal Deal

Bernebéu: a rare and magnificent silvered-bronze 
model of the legendary ‘Estadio Santiago Bernebéu’ 
known simply as ‘El Bernebéu’, home of Réal Madrid 
Club de Futbol, created as a presentation trophy to 
commemorate the 1982 World Cup, held at the re-
modelled stadium. Mounted on a high-gloss black 
lacquered base and complete with presentation case 
with Réal Madrid logo embossed to the lid. Spanish, 
dated 1982. Ref 5663

Length of model: 13 inches (33 cm).

Construction 
work on the original 
Bernebéu began in October 
1944 and was inaugurated in 
December 1947. Extended and improved for 
the 1982 World Cup, the Bernebéu has also hosted the 
European Cup on four occasions, and the UEFA 
Champions League final. It was named after Réal Madrid’s 
1945 president, Señor Santiago Bernebéu Yeste.
 
Réal Madrid was founded in 1902 and granted royal 
status in 1920 by King Alfonso XIII. It is the world’s 
richest football club, and also the world’s most valuable, 
with an estimated value of €3.3 billion.
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Gun Barrel

A fine quality novelty bottle holder in the form of a field gun, 
with design registration marks for 1868 and makers marks 
for the Atkin Brothers of Sheffield. The ‘gun’ is created by the 
bottle when set in in position, and the finely detailed carriage 
with ramrod attached to the rear, and stylised ‘chock’ to 
position under the wheel to stop it from rolling on the table. 
The bottle-collar secured with an adjustable chain to enable 
different sized bottles to be held securely. Ref 5851

Length overall: 16 inches (40 cm). 

The Atkin Brothers consisted of Henry, Edward and Frank and 
as a firm produced a variety of high quality items in silver and 
silver plate. The initials of the brothers were used on plated 
ware from 1853 to 1958 and they occupied a retail outlet in 
London, until the firm was taken over by C J Vander, in 1958. 

Roll out the Barrel: an elegant and very stylish Victorian 
Sterling silver spirit decanter in the form of a barrel made by 
Henry William Dee (1823-1896), with coopered sides and 
set on a simulated wooden stand, with removable bung to 
the top, the spirit ‘dispensed’ via a silver tap to one end. 
Hallmarked London, 1877. Ref 5850

Length: 7 inches (18 cm), height: 7½ inches (19 cm). 
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Raising the bar

Louis Vuitton, Paris: an extremely rare, special-order travelling bar by Louis Vuitton, 
circa 1980s. In effectively unused condition, the square case with top carrying-handle is 
in gold Epi leather, with gold-plated studs, latches and lock, and original key. The drop-
front exposes the interior, lined in deep green alcantara and grained leather and fitted with 
compartments containing all a whisky connoisseur would require – a single, heavy glass 
silver-mounted whisky carafe, four whisky beakers, a Thermos-lined ice bucket and a nut 
or olive dish, all in Sterling silver and marked Christofle for Louis Vuitton. A stamped pair 
of silver tongs and a corkscrew with cover, completes the set. The lock bears number 
1079296, and the inner label is stamped Louis Vuitton, Made in Paris, 976517. Ref 6035

Height: 15 inches (37 cm). 
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A magnificent and very imposing Victorian 
glass whisky ‘fountain’ of large capacity, 
the body with acid-etched gilded legend 
‘OLD HIGHLAND WHISKY, GORDON 
BRAND, PATTISON ELDER & CO, LEITH 
& LONDON’  and the Latin motto of Clan 
Gordon, ‘Animo non Astutia’ (‘By Courage 
not by Craft’). With a removable glass cover 
with pontil, brass tap and a swept glass 
foot. Ref 5522 

Height: 27 inches (69 cm).

Highland fling



‘DUKE’: a very stylish artisan-built Art Deco model of a 1920’s  
motor launch of grand proportions, the model with a planked 
hardwood deck and ebonized hull, complete with working front 
headlamps and rear port (green) and starboard (red) lights, 
original canvas tonneau cover, windscreen and including cockpit 
details such as red leather banquette seats and dashboard 
instrumentation. 

Bearing the name ‘DUKE’ in polished brass letters behind the 
cockpit, the model rests on its original hardwood cradle stand. 
French, circa 1920s. Ref 6069

Length: 78 inches (198 cm).
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Launch mode



La Vita è Bella

Filippo Romoli (1901-1969): Spring is in the air with 
this striking original 1938 Italian Art Deco poster, for the 
beautiful resort of Abbazia – now part of Croatia. Printed 
by Barabino & Graeve of Genova. Conservation linen 
mounted, framed with an acid-free mount and framed in 
a plain, black oak section frame. Ref 5412
 
Poster size: 28 x 20 inches (70 x 50 cm).
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Royal Northern 
Yacht Club

Dragon, 1907: an unusual special-commission 
Sterling silver cigar case of large capacity, the 
front with a finely detailed design of a stylized 
yacht mast, with 13 black and yellow yacht flags, 
corresponding to Dragon’s designated flag design 
in Lloyds Yacht Register of 1902-1903, each flag 
symbolic of the yacht’s 13 winning positions.
 
To the top of the mast, the burgee in blue enamel 
of the Royal Northern Yacht Club flies. Engraved 
to the corner is 16 Starts.10 First.3 Second Prizes 
above the name of the yacht and the date of 
presentation also highlighted in Royal Blue enamel. 
The inside is gilt-lined and to the inside of the lid, a 
very charming picture frame is set with a black and 
white photograph of Dragon. With maker’s marks 
for Edward & Sons, and hallmarked 1907. This 
may have been presented to George Moir, a well-
respected member of the RNYC and celebrated 
yachtsman. Ref 6183

Size: 5 inches (9 cm) tall, 3½ inches (9 cm) wide.
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R.M.S Queen Mary

Cunard White Star, America this Year!  
by RMS “Queen Mary”
 
A very scarce and gigantic four-sheet original Art Deco 
billboard poster over 100 inches wide, used to promote 
Cunard White Star Line’s transatlantic service launched in 
1936, on R.M.S Queen Mary. The poster is float mounted 
in a plain black lacquer frame, and glazed with lightweight 
Plexiglas. Ref 6181
 
Size: 110 x 55 inches (280 x 140 cm).

The R.M.S Queen Mary was built along with her sister ship 
R.M.S Queen Elizabeth as a response to the superliners 
being built by French and German companies in the early 
1930s, and ran the twice-weekly express service to New 
York from Cherbourg and Southampton. RMS Queen Mary 
was the flagship of the by-then renamed Cunard Line until 
October 1946 when she was replaced in that role by R.M.S 
Queen Elizabeth.
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A superbly crafted rendering of the legendary trans-
oceanic Boeing 314 Pan-American Clipper, strikingly 
evocative of a golden age in air passenger travel. A 
boardroom desk-piece, made in North America in 1938, 
with exterior aluminium detailing and central tripod 
mounted on a rotating, highly polished solid mahogany 
globe and swept plinth. Ref 4158

Wingspan: 32 inches (84 cm).

Clipper classUpper class

Guy Arnoux (1890-1951): ‘Air France - Amérique du Nord’: a 
very striking original poster, dated 1946 and printed by Hubert 
Baille & Cie, Paris. Conservation linen mounted and framed 
with an acid-free mount and glazed with UV resistant Plexiglas. 
Poster size: 38 x 24 inches (98 x 61 cm). Ref 5687



Ultimate Victory - 1931 Schneider Trophy

John Elwell (English, born 1947): a magnificent and unique 
large scale sculptural model of the 1931 Schneider Trophy-winning 
Supermarine S.6B racing seaplane. The hand-formed aluminium 
panels formed over a space frame, incorporating cockpit detail 
and S1596 tail plane decals, the model mounted on a cantilevered, 
stepped hardwood display base, with streamlined aluminium 
detailing, fully adjustable with allen key, bearing a silver engraved 
plaque signed John Elwell and numbered 1/1, dated 2012. Ref 5167

Wingspan: 40 inches (102 cm) 
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(Right) Frederick Gordon Crosby (1886-1943): a superb and 
extremely rare bronze trophy, featuring the famous sculpture of 
Earl Howe at the wheel of this MG K3 racing car, unusually styled 
with wheels concealed by stylised swirls. The deep ebonized 
plinth with Sterling silver plaque inscribed: ‘J C C International 
Trophy, Brooklands, April 28th 1934, Replica of the MG Team 
Challenge Trophy, presented to the NG Car Co. Ltd, Won by 
Bugatti Team Drivers – Earl Howe, T.E.R. Richards, A. Esson-
Scott’. English, circa 1933. Length: 8 inches (20 cm). Ref 2795

How Dashing!

(Right) Eberhard & Co: ‘Chronotest’ a fine and 
large metal-cased dashboard chronograph 
stopwatch with tachometer, progressive 
registers and bezel winding, the back plate 
with knurled nuts for dashboard mounting, 
the black face with highly-luminous Arabic 
numerals, outer seconds track with 1/5 second 
divisions, inner tachometer scale and dials for 
60 minute and 12 hour registers. Signed to 
the dial and movement and set within a black 
leather presentation box. Diameter: 103 mm. 
Swiss, circa 1936. Ref 5482

(Opposite page) 1936 Brooklands 
International Trophy Race: a rare Brooklands 
poster with artwork by H.J. Moser, advertising 
the 250 mile event held in Weybridge in May, 
1936. Conservation linen mounted framed and 
glazed. Dimensions: 30 x 20 inches (76 x 51 
cm). Ref 5111

Jacques Cartier, London: of 
motoring interest, a highly unusual 
Sterling silver St. Christopher, 
intended to be mounted on a car 
dashboard by means of a removable 
mounting plate, the surround with 
classic Art Deco detailing including 
black cylindrical bosses to the top 
and bottom and a vertical reeded 
design. The circular St. Christopher 
is set on a pivoting panel, possibly to 
allow for papers or a map to be held 
in place beneath, and features two 
polished coral cabochons, above 
and below. Stamped Cartier to one 
side, and bears an English hallmark 
for 1933 to the other, along with the 
mark of Jacques-Théodule Cartier 
(1885–1942). In its original red 
Cartier presentation case. Size: 2¾ 
inches (7 cm) high, by 2¼ inches (6 
cm) wide. Ref 6169
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An important Sterling silver trophy cup presented by His 
Excellency president Enrico de Nicola (the first President of 
the Italian Republic) to Luigi ‘Gigi’ Villoresi for his victory 
in the 1947 Italia di Camponato driving his Maserati 
Tipo 4CL. Italian, 1947. Ref 5475

Height: 18 inches (46 cm).

Luigi ‘Gigi’ Villoresi (1909-1997) enjoyed 
consistent success on the circuits of 
Europe over almost three decades. 
He joined the Maserati team in 1938, 
winning the 1939 South African Grand 
Prix in a Maserati 8 CTF, and the 1940 
Targa Florio in a Tipo 4CL. Following 
the war and the resumption of motor 
racing, he immediately returned to his 
winning ways, taking victory in the 
first post-war GP, the 1946 Grand 
Prix de Nice. 1947 saw the most 
successful season for the Maserati 
Tipo 4CL, taking 10 individual race 
victories.

Italia di Camponato, 1947

‘Gigi’ Villoresi (no.10), GP de Nice, 1946

PULLMAN Issue No: 5436

Bravo Bugatti!

Roger Soubie (1898-1984): ‘Bugatti Type 35’. A rare, second-
edition poster from 1979 created from the plates of the Roger 
Soubie original of 1924. Conservation linen mounted, framed and 
glazed with UV resistant Plexiglas. Size overall: 47 x 35 inches (120 
x 90 cm). Ref 5934

Soubie created a handful of poster designs for Bugatti, and this 
design was originally commissioned by Ettore in 1924, and re-edited 
in a small, second-edition for the show ‘The Amazing Bugattis’ held 
at London’s Royal College of Art, in 1979.
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Automobili Lamborghini: a stylized, sculptural presentation model 
in polished black lacquer of a Lamborghini Aventador, the model 
set on a chamfered plinth and bearing the Lamborghini shield to the 
corner. Made specifically for presentation to their Concessionaires, 
this model is signed and dated by Stefano Winckelmann (CEO of 
Lamborghini from 2005-2016). The Aventador was launched at 
The Geneva Motor Show in 2011, and in March this year, the last 
Aventador was built, making 5000 being produced in total. Ref 6163
 
Length: 26 inches (66 cm)
Width:   14 inches (36 cm). 

Founded by Ferruccio Lamborghini in Sant’Agata Bolognese, Italy 
in 1963, the brand’s iconic golden Taurus logo reflected not only the 
founder’s birth sign, but also his fascination for bullfighting which was 
the result of a meeting with a world-renowned breeder of Spanish 
fighting bulls, Eduardo Miura in 1962.
 
Many of Lamborghini’s designs were named after famous fighting 
bulls, (as well as the breeder himself) and visual comparisons have 
been drawn between the Taurus on the logo and the Cavallino 
Rampante of Ferrari. This was not accidental, as there was always 
seen to be a tangible rivalry between the two Italian marques.
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Close-up detail

Art Deco à la route

An extraordinary Art Deco marquetry panel by Pietro Francesco Ferrario (Italian, 1875–1946), with an inlaid wooden 
map of Italy, Sicily, Corsica and Sardinia, with key roads visible and a stylized compass rose to the top right. The panel 
is edged with Macassar veneers, and mounted on its original chrome tubular base and set on a conforming decorative 
plinth, all restored to a mirror-shine lacquered finish. An inlaid facsimile signature P. FERRARIO is set into the bottom 
right hand corner. Being of particular automotive interest, the panel was commissioned by the Touring Club of Italy 
(founded in 1874) in the 1930s and was displayed at the first Peugeot dealership opened in Italy. Ref 6173
 
Height:  75 inches (190 cm)
Width:   56 inches (142 cm)
Depth:   17 inches (43 cm).
 
Pietro Francesco Ferrario was considered to be the Italian master of intarsio. Born in Caravaggio but based in Milan 
for most of his life, he was an award-winning craftsman and during the Art Deco years was a regular contributor to 
the most prestigious decorative arts exhibitions and showcases. In 1943, the workshop at Corso Sempione in Milan 
was destroyed by the bombings of World War II, and Ferrario subsequently died 3 years later.
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‘Ferrari 250 GTO, Graham Hill Tourist Trophy, 
1963’.
 
A large, original oil on canvas by the British artist 
Dexter Brown, of the Ferrari 250 GTO of Graham 
Hill, in Maranello Concessionaires racing livery, 
driving to victory in the 1963 RAC event at the 
Goodwood circuit. Signed in the lower right and 
dated 1984. Ref 6159
 
Size: 48 x 36 inches (122 x 97 cm).

Dexter Brown (English, born 1942)
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Walter Gotschke (German, 1912-2000)

Ref 6161

Ref 6162

Two strong compositions by German-born Walter Gotschke truly convey the 
spirit and excitement of the racing season. Gotschke, later chief illustrator for 
Automobile Quarterly and Road and Track, was described by the latter as “the 
maestro of capturing cars in motion”.
 
(Top) ‘1936 Alfa Romeo Tipo C’: a dynamic watercolour featuring the racing 
Alfa Romeo Tipo C (8C35) by Scuderia Ferrari, competing in the 1936 Grand 
Prix. Signed and dated to the lower right. Mounted, framed and glazed. Ref 
6162
 
Size: 26 x 18 inches (65 x 46 cm).
 
(Left) ‘Ferrari 250 Testa Rossa, Le Mans, 1958’:  an original framed 
watercolour depicting the winning Testa Rossa of Phil Hill and Olivier Gendebien 
leading the number 2 Aston Martin DBR1 of Stirling Moss and Jack Brabham 
(which failed to finish) in the Le Mans 24 hour race in 1958. Signed and dated to 
the lower right. Mounted, framed and glazed. Ref 6161
 
Size: 20 x 15 inches (50 x 38 cm).
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Measure for measure

Solihull County Council: a highly decorative and rare complete 
set of six copper and brass imperial measurement, CHEKPUMP 
petrol cans, made for Solihull County Council weights and measures 
department, comprising 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 and 1/2 gallon measures, 
each with brass carrying handles and marks denoting capacity and 
serial number. English, circa 1920s. Unusually, this set also has a 

full complement of extraordinary quality hardwood packing cases, 
complete with rope handles, brass plaques, corners and labels 
engraved Gaskell & Chambers Birmingham. Ref 6040

Height of 5 gallon can: 18 inches (46 cm).

Gaskell & Chambers of Birmingham were established in 1797 and 
were predominantly bar fitters and beer hand-pump manufacturers 
as well as pewterers and manufacturers of industrial measures and 
measuring equipment. These measures were a commission from 
Solihull County Council for precise petrol measurement.
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In a Category of One...

Alfa plus: a highly important and unique, prototype electric-powered 
Alfa Romeo P2 tinplate toy by CIJ (Compagnie Industrielle du Jouet) 
with hand-held control connected via the rear filler-cap to operate 
the headlights and facilitate forward and reverse, as illustrated in the 
lavish and definitive work on tinplate P2 toys by Fabrice Mestrot. 
French, circa 1935. Ref 4835
 
Length: 22 inches (55 cm).
 

The P2 tinplate toy was manufactured between 1924 and 1939 in 
response to the competition success of Vittorio Jano’s design, one 
of the most successful Grand Prix racing cars ever. However, by the 
mid-1930s, CIJ’s legendary P2 toy was somewhat ‘old hat’, and the 
sales were flagging in the face of more up-to-date offerings from 
Italian makers such as Domo of Milan. CIJ therefore created this 
unique experimental prototype to evaluate the feasibility of upgrading 
the clockwork toy to electric operation. The move was clearly judged 
to be unfeasible and never took place.
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Playtime

A distinctly rare, stylized tinplate toy racing car of fine quality by 
German maker Johann Distler. This model being the large ‘de-
luxe’ edition, in cream livery with running boards and bumpers 
and fine lithographed detailing and working headlamps and (most 
importantly) in extraordinary original and ‘un-played-with’ condition. 
German, circa 1925. Ref 4972
 
Length: 20 inches (50 cm).

The firm of Johann Distler KG was founded at the end of the 
19th century in Nuremberg, first selling tin ‘penny’ toys and later 
specialising in high-quality, electric cars and trains. The company 
ceased in the early 1960s after failing to compete with up-and-
coming manufacturers such as Dinky.
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A particularly fine gilded bronze sculpture, featuring a race-
bred Mercedes-Benz at speed by the accomplished German 
artist Richard W. Lange. Both the intrepid driver, with riding 
mechanic at his side (once compulsory in competition), a model 
of concentration.
 
The bronze sôcle, evocative of clouds of dust characteristic of 
the heroic era of road racing on unmade roads, signalled a time 
when Mercedes achieved great success in building and racing 
cars. Set on the original marble plinth and signed R. Lange in 
the bronze. German, circa 1928. Ref 2680
 
Length: 13 inches (33 cm).

Mercedes-Benz, 1928
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On track: the Art Deco movement provided the inspiration for this 
finely detailed bronze of motorcycle and rider, made in Germany, 
circa 1930. Art Deco had become an internationally mature style by 
the 1930s, a period that also saw the German motorcycle industry 
kick into high gear. Ref 2465
 
Length overall: 8 inches (20 cm).

Mean machine: a very dynamic dark-green patinated bronze of 
a motorcyclist at speed, circa 1940s, the rider low and leaning 
into his bike, the bronze mounted on a textured sôcle, and set 
on a double-stepped Portoro Nero marble base. Possibly by the 
sculptor G.E. Mardini, although unsigned. Ref 6144
 
Length: 13 inches (33 cm).

Déco Moto
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A very finely detailed, 3½ inch gauge working scale model of 
the short service Standard Class Britannia Pacific 7 4-6-2 
locomotive and tender ‘Solway Firth’ (No. 70049). The model 
has a copper boiler with all the fittings including gauges, whistle, 
and Walschaerts’ valve gear, and the tender is complete with all 
of the details you would expect including steps, hand irons and a 
fitted ladder. Finished in correct Brunswick Green livery. English, 
circa 1950s. Ref 6143
 
Length overall: 53 inches (135 cm).
 
The ‘Solway Firth’ was built by the Crewe works in 1954. It was 
withdrawn from service on 9th December 1967 and eventually 
cut up in 1968.

Solway Firth (No. 70049)



LMS No. 6201 was built in Crewe for 
London Midland & Scottish Railway (LMS) to 
a design by Sir William Stanier in November 
1933. Named after the eldest daughter of 
the Duke of York (now our present Queen), 
‘Princess Elizabeth’ was a sensation, and 
marked the transformation of the LMS fleet, 
shattering the London to Glasgow (and 
return) record three years later in 1936, 
putting LMS on an equal footing with LNER.

A very fine, exhibition standard, 5 inch gauge 
working scale model of the 1933 LMS Class 
Stanier Pacific 4-6-2 Princess Royal Class 
locomotive and tender ‘Princess Elizabeth’ 
(No. 6201). The model has a copper boiler, 
with Walschaerts’ valve gear, and is complete 
with boiler test certificate. The model sits on a 
track which is set within a free-standing glazed 
hardwood display case. English, circa 1950. 
Ref 6137

Length of case overall: 98 inches (248 cm).

Princess Elizabeth (No. 6201)
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Waylande Desantis Gregory (1905-1971)

A set of twelve ceramic Art Deco plates depicting polo players in 
action, each plate has a unique white sgraffito decoration, against 
a smoke-grey glaze and all are incised on the reverse with the 
Waylande Gregory Studio signatures and bear his monogram. 
American, circa mid-1930. Ref 3187

Diameter of each plate: 11 inches (28 cm).

Waylande Gregory was one of the most prolific American Art Deco 
ceramic sculptors of the early 20th century. After studying under 
the renowned American sculptor Lorado Taft, Gregory’s Modernist 
style attracted a great many commissions for large-scale sculptures 
as well as architectural decorations, and he quickly achieved great 
critical success.

Between 1928 and 1931 
Gregory moved to Cowan 
Potteries where he was able 
to develop his technical skills 
and focused more on table-
top limited edition pieces, 
subsequently becoming artist 
in residence at Cranbrook 
Academy in Bloomfield Hills 
Michigan, around which time 
these plates were created.

After 1940, Gregory focused more on production porcelains, which 
sold in leading retail stores such as Tiffany’s, Saks Fifth Avenue, and 
Hammacher Schlemmer, amongst others.

Waylande Gregory in his studio in 1937
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‘Chat assis’ (sitting cat): a highly 
important black-patinated bronze 
sculpture created in 1934. Signed 
in the bronze J. MARTEL and 
bearing foundry stamp for La Stèle. 
Ref 6168
 
Height: 15 inches (39 cm).
 
Illustrated:  ‘Jan and Joël Martel: 
Sculpteurs 1896-1966’, published 
by Gallimard Electa Paris 1996, 
Page 127.

A delightful pair of heavy cast, Art Deco silvered 
bronze bookends of two stylized panthers in 
stretched poses, each set on a white figured 
marble plinth. In the style of Levesque but 
seemingly unsigned. French, circa 1930s. 
Height: 4 inches (10 cm), length: 7½ inches (19 
cm). Ref 6145

Bear necessities: a beautifully modelled 
bronze Art Deco car mascot in the form 
of a performing bear, perched on top of a 
large ball, as if in the circus. The bronze is 
mounted on a cylindrical, ebonized wooden 
base and has its original golden brown 
patina. French circa 1930. Height: 12 inches 
(30 cm) overall. Ref 2143

Jöel & Jan Martel (French, 1896-1966)Jungle book
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A very fine and extremely heavy cast Art Deco 
sculpture of a polar bear in solid Sterling silver, 
bearing French poinçon marks to one of the feet. 
French circa 1930. Ref 6146

Length: 13 inches (33 cm).

Ours l’argent
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François Pompon (French, 1855-1933)

‘Ours Blanc’ (Polar Bear): a beautiful Art 
Deco bronze sculpture with dark brown patina 
of a striking polar bear. This sculpture was first 
exhibited at the 1922 Salon d’Autonne in Paris, 
this example cast posthumously (circa 1960). 
With impressed signature POMPON to the back 
leg and the foundry stamp of Valsuani. Ref 6157
 
Length overall: 18 inches (45 cm).
 

François Pompon was born in Burgundy and 
moved to Paris where he became the assistant 
to Rodin and studied under other celebrated 
sculptors of the era. He first found recognition 
in his own right with this piece, a monumental 
study in polished white marble, unveiled in 1922 
and that now resides in the Musée d’Orsay. 
Pompon is regarded as the forerunner of modern 
sculpture, and influenced Brancusi and others of 
later generations.
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The Luxe Files

Louis Vuitton: two prime 
examples of the rare trunk model 

known as the ‘Malle Bibliotheque’. Designed 
to accommodate books and files when travelling, 
each side, when open, has adjustable dividers to 
split up the shelves for ease of storage and has 
woven LV canvas tapes to secure the contents in 
transit. The exterior of each trunk with the classic LV 
Monogramme pattern, and the highest-specification 
in the all-brass locks and clasps and leather trim. 
(Left) Ref 5849 the larger version with circular ID 
marks in red and blue, size: 26 x 18 x 15 inches (66 x 
46 x 38 cm) and (right) Ref 5675 the more compact 
version measuring 22 x 15 x 15 inches (56 x 38 x 
38 cm), featuring the original commissioning owner’s 
name ‘M.FERRY’ in hand-painted red lettering. Both 
French, circa 1930.
 
The first example of this model was apparently 
supplied to legendary author Ernest Hemingway who 
acquired it in Paris. Different interior configurations 
could be specified and Hemingway’s own version, 
incorporated a typewriter.
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Carl Zeiss, Germany: a set of German anti-aircraft Kriegsmarine 
binoculars of 12 x 60 specification, with very high quality Carl Zeiss 
lenses. Completely overhauled and highly polished, these portable 
binoculars have a hinged shade cover and flip-up eye shields 
with original rubbers and (for when not in use) a bakelite lens cap 
positioned and fixed by way of an all-original leather strap. The 
instrument is mounted on a later, lightweight tripod by Nikon. These 
binoculars clearly demonstrate why Carl Zeiss was known as the 
pre-eminent lens maker for the German military and Navy in WWII. 
German, circa 1942. Ref 6080
 
Height on tripod (extendable): 60 inches (153 cm).

Eyes on the skies
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Telescopic: outstanding and massive 
polished steel and brass telescope by Unitron 
of D100 mm F1500 mm specification, 
mounted on a modern ebonized wooden 
tripod with brass detailing, featuring a 
series of dials for accurate adjustment, and 
spirit level affixed to gauge instrument level. 
Unitron, founded in North America in 1952, 
were renowned for supplying high-quality 
optical instruments of superior metal and 
wood construction. American, circa 1950s.  
Ref 4995
 
Length: 60 inches (153 cm), height on 
tripod: 100 inches (254 cm). 
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Pullman Studios, our private gallery, located near Chelsea Bridge, is a treasure trove for serious 
collectors interested in the finest of decorative pieces, with an emphasis on high-style, early to mid-20th 
century creations, unique in conception and scope.
 
A generously proportioned 6,000 square feet space, the Studios provide a source of continuing 
inspiration for interior decorators, discerning collectors, connoisseurs and specialists across the world. 

Viewing is strictly by appointment only, and please contact the gallery for more details.

‘Hidden away in south London is a panacea for the automotive collector with taste.  
Be warned. Sir will want everything’.

Robert Coucher
International Editor

Octane magazine, Issue 98



Centaur piece

A highly expressive and unique monumental 
bronze sculpture by French-born artist François 
Bazin (1890-1943). A most accomplished 
interpretation of the dominant Art Deco style of 
the era, depicting the imposing presence of a 
Centaur derived from ancient Greek mythology. 
Mounted on a green marble plinth, signed and 
impressed PIÈCE UNIQUE 1924.  The received 
wisdom is that the revered and respected 
sculptor, who designed automobile mascots 
for grande marques, was commissioned by 
French constructor UNIC to create the large-
scale work for boardroom and showroom 
display. Ref 4350
 
Height 31 inches (79 cm).
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